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Preparation before reading.

While the internet is a good way to find out information, make 
friends and stay in contact with friends, we all need to be careful 
that we stay safe while online.

For example, some people might use your personal details for 
their own use, so never give out your name, address, password, 
credit card details or phone number over the net. If you do, you 
could be stalked online, have your ID stolen or have money 
debited form your account without your consent.

1.  Understanding what you read.

 Read Step 1 and 2.

 List 5 things you should never give out online.
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Don’t let your 
eczema Drive
you crazy!

What is eczema?
Eczema (pronounced Ex-mah) 
is a recurring, non-infectious, 
inflammatory skin condition 
affecting one in three Australians 
at some stage in their lives. 

Although eczema is not a life-
threatening disease, it can 
certainly affect quality of life. 
Itching can cause sleepless nights 
and can place a strain upon 
family relationships. Flare-ups 
can cause absence from school, 
work and social activities.  

What are the symptoms of 
eczema?
The skin becomes red, dry, 
moderately to severely itchy 
and scaly. In severe cases, 
the skin can start weeping 
or bleeding. Sometimes skin 
can become infected. 

In babies, the rash usually appears 
on the face, elbows or knees. In 
older children and adults, the 
rash appears more commonly 
on the hands, neck, inner elbows, 
backs of the knees and ankles. 

Although eczema can 
affect people of all ages, 
it usually appears in early 
childhood and disappears 
around six years of age. 

What causes eczema? 
It’s not clear exactly what 
causes eczema, but there are 
indications that it’s linked to:

• A family history of eczema, 
asthma or hay fever;

• Stress;

• Irritants such as tobacco 
smoke, chemicals, weather (hot 
and humid or cold and dry 
conditions) and air conditioning 
or overheating; and

• Allergens such as house dust 
mites, moulds, grasses, plant 
pollens, some foods, pets and 
clothing, soaps, shampoos and 
washing powders, cosmetics 
and toiletries.

is there a cure? 
Although there is no known 
cure for eczema and it can be 
a lifelong condition, treatment 
can offer symptom control. 

Your doctor can provide soothing 
creams which can help to reduce 
symptoms. However, it’s best 
to try and avoid outbreaks in 
the first place. Speak to your 
doctor or Aboriginal health 
worker about ways that you 
can avoid outbreaks, such as 
diet and lifestyle changes. 

Cyber-Safe
Be cyBer-smart – stay safe 
when you’re online  

The internet is an 
amazing way to 
learn about new 

things, chat with friends, 
and keep up to date 

Trouble is, the internet can sometimes be a dangerous 
place if you don’t know what to avoid or look out for. 

The best way to keep safe on the internet 
is to stick to 10 basic rules:

1 Never give out your name, address or phone number, 
or any other personal details without checking with 
your parent or carer first. 

2 Never post your photo, give out the name of your 
school or provide information about your friends or 
family without checking with your parent or carer 
first.

3 Remember that although it can be fun to meet 
people online, people are not always who they say 
they are. For example, a person who says they are a 
12-year-old girl may actually be a 40-year-old man. 

4 If you decide you want to meet someone in person 
after meeting them on the internet, ALWAYS ask a 
parent or another adult to go with you. Make sure 
you meet during the day, in a public place.

5 Always be careful about the kind of information you 
put on a blog or a message board. It doesn’t take 
much for people to find things out about you. 

6 ALWAYS keep your password a secret. Don’t tell 
anyone what it is – even your best friend.  

7 If someone writes something rude or upsetting in an 
email or in a chatroom or forum, leave the chatroom 
or forum right away and DO NOT respond to the 
email. 

8 Tell someone you trust if you see upsetting language, 
nasty pictures or something scary on the internet. 

9 Always ask your parent or carer before you fill out 
any forms or provide bank account or credit card 
details. 

10 Don’t accept any offers that seem too good to be 
true – they probably are!

For more information about safety online, 
head to www.cybersmartkids.com.au

This site offers fun activities and information for kids, 
as well as tips and advice for parents and teachers. 

 What advice is given in Step 3?

 Step 5 says to be careful about giving out too much personal information on a blog or 
message board. What would be one reason for this?

 What should you do if you see anything rude or upsetting in an email? (Step 7, 8)
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 Step 10 says that if offers “seem too good to be true – they probably are!”

 What does this mean?

 Give an example of an online offer that might be misleading.

 What is the purpose for writing this report?

2.  Spelling.

 Re-read the text about being cyber smart.

 The spelling mistakes in this text have been underlined. 

 Write the correct spelling for each underlined word on the line next to it.

 The internet is an amazzing way                   __________________

 to learn about new things, chat with frends                __________________

 and keep up to date.

 Trubble is, the internet can                             __________________

 sumtimes be a dangerous place            __________________

 if you dont  know what                                             __________________

 to avvoid or look out for.                                          __________________
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 each sentence below has one word that is spelled incorrectly.

 Write the correct spelling of the word on the line next to it.

 
never give out your name, adress or phone number online.   __________________

 you should definately be careful about the information  
you post on the net.  __________________

 always keep you’re password secret.                                           __________________

3.  Grammar and punctuation.

 Which of the following correctly completes the sentence?

 never   ________  out private information over the net.

   	
 
  	

 
  	

 
  	

 
  gave    give   given                   will give

 always _____________ before you fill out forms online.

             

   	
 
  	

 
  	

 
  	

 
   asked                  will ask                ask                     asking

 Why is there an apostrophe in “don’t accept”?

  	
  

 a word is missing.                                

  	
 
    it indicate ownership.                   

  	
   

some letters are missing.               

  	
   

it shows the word is plural.
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 In this sentence

	 Tell	someone	you	trust	if	you	see	upsetting	language	on	the	internet,

 the word upsetting is

  	
 
     a noun.                              

  	
 
           an adjective.                      

  	
 
           an adverb. 

4.  Writing a narrative.

 The idea for your narrative is Keeping	safe	on	the	net.

 Most people see the internet is a safe way of finding out information and communicating with 
others. However, it’s not without its dangers.

 Think of a situation where someone may have been placed in physical or emotional 
danger because they weren’t cyber smart.

 Think about:

•	 Who are the characters and where are they?

•	 What is the complication or problem to be solved?

•	 How will the problem be resolved?

 Remember to:

•	 Plan your story before you start.

•	 Write in sentences.

•	 Pay attention to the words you choose, your spelling and punctuation.

•	 Check and edit your writing when you have finished.

 

                          

If you want to learn more abut safety online, head to:

www.cybersmartkids.com.au

your parents and teachers might find this site useful too.


